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Abstract—One approach for providing a Moving Target
(MT) defense is to intermediately change a system’s
configuration (operating systems and/or applications). For
example, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been successfully
used to find alternative configurations that can discount
the attacker’s knowledge about the system. Central to
the GA approach is the chromosome pool, which consists
of the best alternative configurations discovered thus far.
Unfortunately the pool can possibly “stagnate” if these
configurations do not change after a period of time.
Although the configurations are secure, this situation limits
the diversity the approach can achieve.
This paper describes how chromosome pool management can improve the diversity of GA-based MT environments. The proposed approach “ages” configurations,
reducing the fitness (security) of a configuration based on
the period of time since it was last active (used as the
configuration for the system). As a result, configurations
that not been active for a long period of time are considered
less secure which can make space in the pool for new
alternatives. Simulations results will demonstrate proper
pool management can provide a functional, secure, and
more diverse MT environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reconnaissance is a critical phase of most cyber
attacks, where the attacker seeks to gain intelligence
about potential targets. Kewley et al. [1] suggested that
a well-resourced adversary (i.e., a nation state) spends
approximately 45 percent of their time performing reconnaissance. Therefore given the expense associated with
reconnaissance and the reliance on this knowledge for a
successful attack, neutralizing this attack phase can be a
successful defense strategy [2].
A Moving Target (MT) defense is a way to disrupt
the reconnaissance phase of a cyber attack. MT environments provide a diversity defense where the attack surface constantly changes. In the time it takes an attacker to
perform system reconnaissance and construct an exploit,

the system will have changed so that the exploit will have
or appear to have limited impact. In addition, an attacker
acting on false or constantly changing information may
expend more resources and increase the risk of detection.
Note diversity can be measured either temporally or
spatially. Temporal diversity can be achieved by making
periodic configuration changes; however in an infrastructure of multiple similarly purposed computers diversity
must also be spatial, ensuring multiple computers do
not simultaneously share the same configuration and
potential vulnerabilities.
In [3] a new MT defense was introduced that intermittently changed a system’s configuration (operating systems and/or applications). Using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and pool of configurations encoded as
chromosomes, new configurations are discovered using
a series of selection, crossover, and mutation processes.
Using these processes, the approach seeks to discover
better solutions based on previously known solutions.
As applied to MT environments, fitness equates to the
security of a configuration. Once a configuration is
discovered, feasibility and preliminary security testing
is performed to ensure the configuration provides the
necessary functionality and security. Simulation results
showed the configurations were secure and temporally
and spatially diverse [3]. However this paper will show
that the chromosome pool can potentially become stagnate, where after a number of GA iterations the same
configurations are always present. This situation limits
the new configurations that can be discovered, which
negatively impacts the diversity of the system.
This paper refines the GA process of this MT defense
by investigating and improving chromosome (configuration) pool management. Specifically the fitness (security)
associated with configurations are aged by lowering
scores based on the period of time they were last
made active. As a result, older configurations in the

pool “age-out” and make room for new configurations.
This approach follows the notion that configurations
once deemed secure may become less secure as new
vulnerabilities are discovered. Simulations will show that
the proposed pool management technique will improve
the configuration diversity, with little negative effect on
the fitness of the configurations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II reviews various forms of MT defenses. The
genetic-algorithm based method for creating a moving
target defense is described in Section III. Configuration
pool management is reviewed in section IV. Section V
empirically analyzes the effectiveness of the approach,
while section VI summarizes the paper and discusses
some areas of future work.
II. D IFFERENT M OVING TARGET A PPROACHES
MT defenses have been successfully used to protect
computer systems at different levels. Address randomization is a MT defense that changes the location of
certain portions of a program’s memory. For example
varying the location of stack components is a common
MT defense that can successfully prevent many forms of
overflow exploits [4], [5].
Another MT strategy alters network configurations
(routes or address mappings) to limit the usefulness of an
attacker’s reconnaissance [6], [7]. For example address
shuffling remaps the addresses assigned to computers
after certain intervals of time. As a result the attacker
cannot be certain that an IP address will always contact
the same computer. While this level of MT has been
shown to be somewhat effective, it requires coordination
of several resources to ensure legitimate users are not
adversely affected, which is difficult to achieve.
Host-level MT defenses change a computer’s appearance over time. For example attackers often attempt to
determine the Operating System (OS) of a remote computer since this knowledge can help identify potential
vulnerabilities and exploits [8]. TCP/IP fingerprint obfuscators prevent attackers from sensing the actual host
OS by portraying different OS characteristics (changing
the response to probe packets). If the OS appearance is
changed after various periods of time then a MT defense
can be provided [9]. However various methods have been
developed to identify the actual OS of a computer even
if an obfuscator is used [10].
As an alternative to the previously described host-level
MT defenses, this paper focuses on a technique that directly manipulates the computer configurations [3]. This
approach proactively discovers secure configurations or

variations of one secure configuration and places them
in service at varying periods of time. Unlike obfuscators,
it can be applied to the OS and/or applications. The
approach not only provides a MT defense but also moves
the system toward a more secure posture, which is especially important as new functionalities are introduced
and vulnerabilities discovered over time.
III. U SING G ENETIC A LGORITHMS TO C REATE A
M OVING TARGET D EFENSE
This paper seeks to improve a host-level Moving
Target (MT) environment that leverages evolution-based
searching algorithms to find diverse, secure configurations [3]. Evolution-based search techniques have been
successfully used in various ill-conditioned and dynamic
environments. Computer configuration management and
discovery is a similarly ill-conditioned environment,
since configuration parameter interdependencies may not
be completely understood, as well as new functionalities
and threats will appear over time [3].
By mimicking processes found in nature, this technique has the ability to develop better solutions by
combining previously known good solutions. Therefore
this approach is also well suited for discovering multiple
good computer configurations. Furthermore, as done
in [11], the approach can use Virtual Machines (VMs)
to test the security and feasibility of newly generated
configurations (burn-in period) thereby limiting the risk
to the actual hosts enacting generated configurations.
A. Mapping Configurations to Chromosomes
A computer configuration is a set of parameters that
collectively govern its operation. This can include transient data and persistent data that is stored in nonvolatile memory such as the Windows registry and Unix
resource files. Collectively this is a large amount of
information that is often distributed across a number
of files and databases [12]. For example the Windows
registry has over 77,000 entries initially, but after loading
a common suite of applications can have on average
200,000 settings [13]. While these parameters control
how the operating system and applications perform, they
also affect security [14].
GAs represent potential solutions as a chromosome
that consists of multiple traits, or parts of the solution. A computer configuration can be modeled as a
chromosome if the individual configuration settings are
considered traits. As previously discussed, configuration
traits can have a range of values, representing different
configuration settings. For example a binary valued trait

can be used to represent the existence of a file or if
address space randomization is enabled, or a trait can
have a larger range of possible values such as which
TCP implementation is active (i.e. tahoe, reno, vegas,
cubic, etc...). Given a chromosome, some configuration
parameters may impact the system security, while others
may affect diversity. Ideally it is best to have variety
parameters that provide both, resulting in multiple secure
configurations that can be used to provide a moving
target defense. A reverse mapping from the chromosome traits to the actual configuration parameters is also
needed to enact a chromosome.
B. Feasibility and Fitness
To be considered a potential solution, a chromosome
must be feasible and have a certain fitness, or measure of
goodness. For computer configurations, a chromosome
is considered feasible if the configuration it represents
provides the necessary functionality for the computer as
defined by the user and/or administrator. For example,
if the computer is a web server, then any configuration
that blocks network access would be infeasible and not
enacted. Previous research has focused on identifying
and correcting misconfigurations [15]–[17].
For this MT system, fitness corresponds to configuration security. Existing resources and guidelines help to
identify basic configuration security concerns [18], [19],
but the security status/level/ranking of a configuration is
never fixed; new vulnerabilities will be discovered. Current computer and network configuration management
practices first implement a certain degree of security and
make modifications once a violation occurs. A similar
process has been used to determine the functionality and
performance of configurations [20]. Using this general
approach, a Virtual Machine (VM) and can be used to
actuate the configuration translated from the chromosome. An initial assessment of the configuration can be
done using penetration testing, where the success and
failures of different attack vectors are used to score
the configuration. For example the vulnerability score
used in the experimental section of this paper counts
the number of illegal accesses of a computer resource;
therefore a low vulnerability score is desired. If the
chromosome is later made active on the actual host,
feedback regarding its live performance will be used to
update the fitness measure. This score will not change
until the configuration is made active again. If the time
between activity is long then accuracy of the score
should be discounted since new vulnerabilities may be
discovered during this period of time. This fitness decay

process is explored further in Section IV.
C. Genetic Algorithm Processes
Although GAs have been extensively researched since
the 1960s, no rigorous definition clearly differentiates a
GA from other evolution-based strategies [21]. However,
most GA implementations use some combination of
selection, crossover, and mutation to search the solution
space, which is depicted in Figure 1.
Selection identifies a portion of the chromosome
pool (set of candidate chromosomes) to generate a new
chromosome. For example it is possible to associate a
higher likelihood of selection to more fit chromosomes.
The hope is that chromosomes with the highest fitness
will produce even more fit offspring. Possibly the most
distinguishing feature of a GA is the crossover process
[21] which is the combination of multiple chromosomes
(chosen from the selection process) to form a new chromosome. Therefore a new configuration is created by
randomly combining portions of existing configurations.
For example consider a crossover process that produces
one child chromosome from two parents. The one-point
crossover identifies a single point, perhaps randomly, in
the chromosome where the traits beyond that point are
traded to produce the child. The last process is mutation, which randomly changes settings in the offspring
chromosome. The purpose of this process is to maintain
diversity across the generations of chromosomes and
avoid permanent fixation at any particular locus.
D. Genetic Algorithms and Configuration Management
Figure 1 shows the complete set and order of processes associated with the proposed MT approach. The
approach can be divided into two major parts: discovering new configurations using the GA and managing
configurations on the actual host for an MT environment.
For the configuration discovery portion, the process
initially starts with a minimum set, or pool, of feasible
chromosomes (configurations). Chromosomes are chosen
among the best in the pool using the selection process.
The crossover process is then performed on the chosen chromosomes, which creates a new chromosome.
The mutation process is then applied, which randomly
changes some of the traits (configuration parameters
within their respective ranges). The new chromosome
then undergoes an initial feasibility test, and perhaps
a simple security audit to ensure that it will provide
the minimal functionality and security. This can be
accomplished by combining good security guidelines
and techniques already developed for misconfiguration
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the tasks associated with the GA-based MT environment. Double-lined blocks (also in green) contain the traditional
GA processes.

management. If feasible, the new chromosome is placed
into service using a Virtual Machine (VM) that duplicates the applications of the actual host. This active
chromosome undergoes further automated functionality
and penetration testing to obtain insight to its fitness
(measured as the number of security incidences).
Once the testing is complete, the active chromosome
is given a vulnerability score indicating how it performed
and the chromosome pool is updated. If the chromosome
pool is not full, then the active chromosome is added.
If the pool is full, then the active chromosome can
replace the weakest chromosome if it is better. The
process then repeats as seen in Figure 1, but only
one iteration for each new chromosome generated. The
approach is proactive since it will constantly look for
new configurations. Converging to a single solution is
not the objective since security will change as new
vulnerabilities are discovered, rather the objective is the
creation and management of a good set of potential
configurations (the chromosome pool) that forms the
basis of our MT defense. If the GA does converge
to a single chromosome then it suggests that all the
parameters in the chromosome affected security, and
none are available for diversity. If the chromosome stored
only a sub-set of the possible configuration parameters,
then configuration parameters could be added to the
chromosome to increase the configurations search space.

A combination of security and diversity configuration
parameters is ideal.
The MT portion of the system is responsible for
changing the configuration of the actual host based on
GA findings. Intermittently, the MT process will select
a configuration from among the most fit in the chromosome pool. The time during which a configuration
is active should vary to counter possible attacks. At the
end of the interval, the configurations performance is
reassessed; the fitness revised; and the chromosome pool
updated. However there is the potential that the pool of
configurations will not change after some period of time,
which limits the diversity of the active configurations.
A prototype has been developed to manage the configuration of a Debian-installed server that is intended to
provide remote access to legitimate users. This Pythonbased system can read and set various configuration
parameters (e.g. file permissions) as directed by the
GA. As previously described feasibility is based on
maintaining a certain set of functionality (e.g. ssh access)
while fitness of the active configuration is determined
based on how well the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of certain resources are maintained.
IV. C HROMOSOME P OOL M ANAGEMENT
As described in the previous section, the MT approach
maintains a pool of the best chromosomes encountered
thus far, where the fitness is determined based on testing

(predicate, activation on a VM, and activation on the
actual system). However the confidence in this score
should change over time. The fitness should decrease
as the period of time since the configuration was active
increases. This should be done because what is considered secure today may not be in the future, which is due
to the discovery of new vulnerabilities.
When fitness scores of the chromosomes do not
change over time the pool can become stagnate. In
this case the chromosomes present in the pool remain
the same, and as a result the GA operates with the
limited set of candidates. Although these configurations
are perceived to be secure (hence their strong fitness
values), always using the same chromosome pool will
potentially limit the new configurations that will be
discovered on subsequent GA iterations. This limits the
effectiveness of the MT strategy and the discovery of
better configurations.
One simple approach to prevent stagnation is to increase the mutation rate (the final process of the GA).
However this causes the GA to operate more as a random
search since a larger portion of the parameters is just
randomly changed. As result few settings from previous
good solutions survive the GA processes, and future
solutions do not build upon previous good solutions.
Another approach is to increase the pool size; however,
since the current selection process only uses the best two
configurations increasing the pool size would not affect
the performance.
This paper proposes decaying the chromosome’s fitness scores over time. This process reduces the fitness
score by a value β after each iteration of the GA.
As a result less used configurations will have a lower
fitness and be replaced by newer configurations, which
creates a desired amount of churn. If a configuration
is secure, then it should be selected, made active, and
the score will be updated which will allow it to survive
multiple iterations. The described function is linear, but
exponential functions were also considered, for example
doubling the decay amount per iteration. However these
approaches were found to be too aggressive, resulting in
the GA behaving as a random search.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section the performance of not managing the
chromosome pool (as done in [3]), and decaying at
different rates is examined empirically using simulation.
The simulated environment consisted of 100 similarly
purposed machines, representing an office of workstations. Each chromosome, representing a computer’s com-

plete configuration, consisted of 80 alleles or configuration parameters. Half of these configuration parameters
have some impact on the system’s security and the other
parameters contribute to the diversity. Each parameter is
a binary value providing a solution space of 280 possible
configurations. As stated in Section III-A, configuration
parameters can be interdependent in terms of their impact
on security. For these experiments, several parameters
were grouped together to form dependencies and the
fitness function takes this detail into account. Each simulated computer is given the same initial configuration
in which is susceptible to all vulnerabilities. As a result
the initial diversity is zero and the computers have the
worst possible fitness score.
As described in III-C, there are several GA parameters
that must be specified and impact the search capabilities.
These parameters include the chromosome pool size, and
the probabilities for cross over and mutation. Previous
research explored potential values and settled on 10
chromosomes for the pool size with a crossover rate
of 0.8 and 0.02 mutation rates [3], and will also be used
for these experiments.
For each experiment the diversity, security, and the
average age of the chromosomes within each pool was
recorded over time (measured as iterations of the GA).
The diversity, both temporal and spatial, was calculated
using the Hamming Distance. Temporal is calculated for
each machine, comparing the previous active configuration to the newly generated one. The spatial diversity was
calculated after each iteration and is the average minimum distance between all machines within the simulated
set of machines. In this case greater Hamming distances
between computers indicates a greater diversity.
The security of a configuration was calculated based
on the number of vulnerabilities associated with the
given configuration, which will be referred to as the
vulnerability score. Therefore lower scores are desired,
where a score of zero indicates a configuration has no
vulnerabilities. If fitness decay is used, then after each
iteration the fitness scores for configurations in the pool
are changed as described in Section IV. Given fitness is
measured as a vulnerability score for these experiments
(lower scored are desired), each vulnerability score is
increased by β . Two different β values were considered
for these experiments: increasing the score by 1 every
10 iterations (β = 1/10) and increasing the score by 1
every 50 iterations (β = 1/50).
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Fig. 2. Average temporal diversity of one computer in the infrastructure with varying decay rates.

Fig. 3. Average spatial diversity of the infrastructure with varying
decay rates.

A. Temporal and Spatial Diversity

share the same required secure settings); therefore the
search space for the GA is reduced. However decaying
the pool provides greater diversity, where the highest
decay rate (decay every 10 iterations) performed best.
Similar to the temporal diversity results, no decay performed the worst providing the lowest diversity. These
results indicate that managing the chromosome pool can
significantly improve the diversity of the configurations
discovered.

Figure 2 shows the average temporal diversity for
the computers using the GA-based MT approach, where
diversity is the Hamming distance between successive
active configurations. Note, time is measured in iterations
since a new configuration is generated per iteration of the
GA. The graph shows the configuration changed rapidly
from its initial settings. The distance between successive
configurations then reduced, where the highest decay
(β = 1/10) rate maintained the highest temporal diversity, averaging approximately a distance of 5. In contrast,
no pool management (or no score decay) resulted in
the lowest diversity measurement, averaging a distance
of 3. These distances can be viewed the number of
parameter differences between successive configurations.
This indicates that secure distributions were found that
varied in terms of the remaining non-security related
parameters. This is caused solely by the genetic operations being performed, crossover and mutation; however
higher decay rates help maintain a higher diversity.
Figure 3 shows the spatial diversity for all the computers in the infrastructure. For these measurements,
diversity is the minimum Hamming distance between all
possible unique computer pairs. The figure shows the
each GA quickly found configurations that were different
from each other. However once the GAs found secure
configurations, at approximately 300 iterations, the Hamming distance starts to stabilize. This distance reduction
occurs when the configurations differ primarily by the
non-security related parameter settings (configuration

B. Configuration Vulnerabilities
The primary focus of a MT environment is to produce
both temporally and spatially diverse configurations.
However, the approach should also provide secure configurations. If diversity were the only metric, performing
a random search would be the optimal approach. Again,
security will be measured as the number of vulnerabilities associated with a configuration and will be referred
to as a vulnerability score; therefore a zero vulnerability
score is desired.
Figure 4 shows the average vulnerability score of the
active configurations in the infrastructure. As seen in
the figure the vulnerability scores steadily decrease as
time increases; approaching zero after 800 iterations. The
decay rate does affect the vulnerability score, where the
higher decay rate has a slight increase as compared to
no decay. Therefore a higher decay rate can cause good
configurations to be removed from the pool, although
there is a minimal impact on the vulnerability score.
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D. Pool Diversity
Another metric to consider when discussing pool
management is the diversity within the pool. If the pool,
representing the set of possible secure configurations,
is not diverse, the new solutions will be less diverse.
Figure 6 shows the pool diversity over time with no
decay, and decay every 10 or 50 iterations of the GA.
When the chromosomes within the pool are not decayed
over time, the diversity begins to decrease where the
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The age of a configuration is number iterations a
configuration is either active or resident within the pool.
Each configuration, if feasible, is only active for a single
iteration therefore the youngest possible configuration
within the pool is one iteration. Figure 5 shows the
average pool age for one computer using different decay
rates. At the beginning the average pool age remains
relatively low regardless of how often the pool is decayed. However as the GA approaches the most fit
configurations, the decay rate impacts the average pool
age. If the pool is decayed every 10 iterations, the
average age of the pools remains very low. This is
beneficial, as more of the newly generated configurations
will be added to the pool because the old configurations
are considered less secure. This is shown in the diversity
results. In contrast, if no decay is used then the pool
eventually stagnates and the pool consists of the same
configurations. If the decay is every 50 iterations then the
pool achieves a higher age before returning to a lower
average.
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average distance between solutions within the pool is
less than one. Therefore decaying the pool slightly after
several iterations can improve the diversity of the pool.
The diversity within the pool will help ensure that the
GA produces more diverse solutions both spatially and
temporally, which was observed in the previous section.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Moving Target (MT) environments can invalidate an
attacker’s reconnaissance by changing the attack surface.
The diversity sought can be either temporal or spatial.
Temporal diversity represents the change over time,
while spatial diversity is measured as the difference

between any two systems at any particular time. For
computer systems this can be accomplished by changing
system properties that are defined in the configuration.
For example it is possible to use a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to create a MT environment. Using this approach
configurations are encoded as chromosomes and a series
of selection, crossover, and mutation processes are used
to discover secure and diverse configurations.
A critical component of the MT approach is the
chromosome (configuration) pool, which stores the best
configurations discovered thus far. It is possible for
the pool to stagnate which results in the pool always
consisting of the same configurations. Although these
configurations are secure, limiting the pool can impact
the diversity. This paper described how pool management
can be used to avoid pool stagnation. Specifically, the
fitness (perceived configuration security) should decay
based on the amount of time since it was made active.
As a result, less recently used configurations will be
considered less secure, which will potentially make
for newly discovered configurations. The experimental
results showed decaying the fitness of configuration in
the pool does help the diversity of configurations. For
example higher decay rates maintained higher temporal,
spatial, and pool diversity over time. Decaying the fitness
to increase diversity did not negatively impact security;
the fitness of the active configurations was observed to
be approximately equal.
While these and previous result show using a GA to
create a MT environment has promise, more research
is needed further understand how the approach operates
under different situations. For example more research
is needed to understand how the system will react
to changing security requirements. In addition, more
research is needed to understand the impact on spatial
diversity as the number of computers increases.
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